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Abstract 

 

Since Indus valley civilisation to present era of modern world in India, women 

have been an important element, part and organ of the family system. Their 

role in family has been so important and unavoidable and unpreventable in 

determining all types of family issues. Without women in family, its nature, 

type and progress would not be elegant and beautiful in terms of organising, 

integrating and structuring family’s needs and necessities .Regarding sweeping, 

washing, cleaning, preserving, protecting and make progressing family, house 

and other items in residential places, women have been playing much vital 

role. More than male women in all family settings have vital, sincere and 

serious responsibility in terms of rearing children, begetting children, arranging 

all facilities to be family members and fetching income for meet unforeseen 

expenditures. Though male are useless, spendthrift and lavish in India’s family 

system toward protecting family system, it’s neatly and perfectly is being 

protected by women toward aching progress, stability and development in 

family structure. Families would be good, super, neat, elegant, perfect and 

peaceful in terms of income, child rearing, family running, revenue making, 

and responsibility imbibing and moulding family structure. From all types of 

world’s civilisation women’s role had been played vital role in terms of defeating 

enemy ,conquer territory ,occupying provinces, ruling countries and making 

polices ,without their role men’s mind would not function in proper way toward 

making policy and initiating other welfare privileges for the people’s progress 

and development. World system has been witnessed and proved that all types 

of incidents, discoveries, inventions and developments are happened in the 
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field of administration, economic, agriculture, health, Medicines, 

telecommunication and science and technology along with women’s 

cooperation and collaboration for wholesome development. Their roles have 

been epicentre and central theme of social, political, economical and political 

progress in useful and fruitful ways. Either family progressing or stunning at 

backward is defends upon the nature of women’s role and male’s role toward 

thinking ,determining and deciding about family’s needs in positive aspects 

and ways .Though family is at edge of the deteriorating conditions it would be 

protected and stopped by the women’s thoughtful and creative deciding and 

thinking ,in general world criticising  male people could be impossible one at all 

level of family development and strengthening because they are working and 

putting enormous role in initial times to structure family ,strengthen children’s 

life and careers ,after that they are working ceaselessly in all fields to keep 

happy family members with all welfare facilities .According to their hard work 

done regularly nature of earning and working may be varied and found 

laborious   and unwillingness ,at this time women’s role  is important to 

organise ,strengthen ,develop and nurture family member’s life along with 

family development. The habits of saving, earning, working hardly and thinking 

about family developments of the male people and female people constantly go 

together without any split and crevice,the hard working nature of the male 

people in poor family makes them to become disinterested  in ability to work 

additionally as they worked at initial days and years for protect family pulls 

women’s into family system to strengthen ,structure and design their family 

needs. 

Keywords: Women Role, Revenue Making, Family Coordination, Development, 
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Profile  

Since women are gifted and created by the god to this wonderful world ,family’s 

needs, necessities ,directions ,plans ,designs ,progress ,peace and 

developments are happening huge and lot since Indusvally  civilisation to 

present world system. For example, soil needs always water’s help for function 

smoothly, flower needs always air’s touch to blossom regularly, and natural 

needs always sun’s torch and rays for grow, produce vegetables and fruits 

similarly and proportionally like these examples family needs both male and 

female to carry out its inherent and natural work for sustain its nature of 

originations in world civil societies. In all civil societies though lot people are 

there but women have been as one of the attractive, mesmerising, longing, 

beautified and aesthetic creature with an intentions and aim to run family and 

satisfy male people’s biological, physiological and physiological desire .These 

patterns are being fundamental of the India’s civil society, on other hand world 

social forum for do all types of family work in effective and efficient ways 

without failure and frustration. 

Integrating and strengthening family system 

In real life of human beings responsibility and strengthening family system are 

the basic inbuilt one of both male and female people. Toward directing, 

conducting, regulating ,synchronising, synergising and integrating family’s 

needs and necessities are the most popular and inherent inclinations of the 

female people to achieve success and victory in all aspects of polity, society and 

economical. Naturally, femal’s types are associated with peacemaking, 

establishing prosperity, integrating family members, bringing revenue and 
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income to strengthen family’s image as an equal to other family system in 

Indian culture. Since  birth of world system, female’s dignity, name, respects, 

rights, privileges’ and mannerism are protected very well and nice  due to their 

marvellous achievements and god’s creation, whose role in Indian society or 

universally have been notable ,remarkable and praiseworthy one with an 

interest make success, victory ,history, inventions and discoveries for social, 

political and economical developments. From works from zero to z is done by 

women in all families while male are going to work and subsistence because 

time has shifted their life in steady and constant ways to run family as equal to 

male people’s talent and energy, without their role family will seems to be 

handicapped and unbeautiful. Images of both male and female constitute the 

word and name of family, its reputations; glory, success, prestige and privileges 

are protected very well. Very often female are known and lauded  in dignified 

ways more than male people owing to their renowned and scarified social and 

family work that they do for whole society development since their birth.  

Women’s duty in Society 

Women are as important as men in any society. They stay in the house and 

keep it in good order. They cook food for the family. After marriage, they give 

birth to children. They provide every comfort to their husbands and children. 

Quite a few women stay outside the house to teach or work in government and 

private offices, hospitals, business centers, banks, and public places. In the 

villages, they work side by side with men in the fields and look after animals at 

home. In this way, they contribute to social and national progress. 

The work and functions of women are greatly important for the family. Properly 

educated and trained women can be of immense help to their husbands and 

working members of the family. They can teach, train and bring up their 

children on the right lines. They can advise their husbands and other members 

of the family in important property, business, and professional matters. Their 

role, then, in the family becomes paramount (supremely) important. 
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We need educated and well-trained women in our villages and small towns. 

Female teachers, doctors, social workers, government officers, and teachers are 

needed everywhere. Many of our schools and colleges for girls are without 

enough female teachers. The clinics and hospitals in the villages and towns 

require female doctors, nurses, and paramedics (doctors’ helpers) in most 

places. Social workers for the guidance of women and children in our village 

and town streets, houses, markets, and public places like parks, railway and 

bus stations, and health centers are urgently needed. These trained social 

workers can advise women and children about what they can and should do for 

a better life. They can tell them about safe and cheap travel from one place to 

another. They can discuss ways of keeping healthy and fit. 

In the bigger cities, we need educated and trained women to work in schools, 

colleges and universities, hospitals, offices, firms and companies, airports and 

seaports, business centers, factories, TV stations, and newspaper offices in 

different capacities. The fields of engineering, aviation (flying and airplane 

operation), agriculture, and industry are open to women now. They can work in 

the home and work outside to earn money and to keep active in professions of 

their liking. There are professions like medicine and teaching where women can 

work better than or equally well with men. Female schoolteachers, doctors, 

nurses, composers, artists, designers, and shop assistants are in great 

demand. It all shows the importance and usefulness of women in our society 

and other societies as well. 

For centuries men considered women the less intelligent of the sexes. This 

terribly wrong perception caused immense loss to their self-dignity. But, at 

present, women have been playing major roles in politics, economy, household, 

society, and nation-building. The timid female of the past has been replaced by 
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a youthful, fashion-conscious, and smart girl. Women are jostling shoulders 

with men and competing with them in engineering, sciences, space research, 

medicine, and business. This marked change in their status reflects the fact 

that their emancipation is almost complete. 

Only, a few decades ago, the condition of the woman was increasingly poor. Her 

position was secluded and she was assigned a lower status in society. She was 

virtually condemned to lead her life as a beast of burden. For a very long time, 

she was unable to raise her status from a mere household drudge. She was 

forced to run the house and do all its furnishing, cleaning, cooking, sewing, 

sweeping, dusting, washing, and so on. Besides this, she had to rear her 

children and serve her husband. She was no better than a slave. She had to be 

respectful and submissive before men. They were denied all sorts of higher 

education and were strictly confined to the four walls of the house. She was 

always treated in a brutal manner and was generally regarded as the silly, 

sentimental and dull creature. It was a common belief that women were created 

only to please men. 

The women of the rural areas have always played an extremely active role in 

the economic field. They are no longer restricted to the fields only. They are 

working effectively in the fields of poultry breeding, sewing, embroidery, 

midwifery, nursing, preserving vegetables and fruit, etc. The radio and 

television have made them fully aware of their rights. This development has 

changed the very face of the countryside regarding the status and dignity of 

women.“Women should develop their aptitudes in accordance with their own 

nature without imitating the males. Their part in the progress of civilization is 

higher than that of men.” Alex Carrel Women constitutes nearly half the 

population of Pakistan. The country where women are kept in ignorance is 

destined to be doomed. The history of the developed countries affords 

increasing evidence that the progress of a country has always synchronized 

with the liberation and education of women. 
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Conclusion 

In general phrase whole social system, structure, needs, necessities and 

business are being preserved and development more meticulously by women 

people since they born on soil as a daughter, sister and siblings. Always value, 

respects, dignity, fundamental rights and mannerism of them are being 

protected by all male people in all the social, economical and political places 

and institutions. Frequently and naturally women are respected and treated by 

all male people as equal to god because they are bearing ,tolerating, digesting, 

supporting and shouldering more burden and weight with an interest to save, 

protect, nurture, develop and strengthen family’s value .Though male and 

female are having responsibility, sincerity, accountability and duty ,frequently 

and naturally women are worrying and bothering lot seriously and sincerely to 

save family’s value ,dignity and respects by dedicating and inserting hard work 

along with male people’s shoulders.  

In recent years women’s role and name in the family development are 

highlighted and elevated more famously when their husbands are found 

inebriated, intoxicated and liquored because liquor habits are increased lot 

among the male people after marriage and before marriage thereby women are 

getting multiple problem but they could not do anything to change male’s 

liquor habits until they reform themselves for family welfare. oday the world has 

undergone a sea change. The new economic affairs have impelled women to 

come out of their homes and join various professions in order to supplement 

the income of their men folk. But women, by nature, are tender, 

compassionate, and sympathetic. 
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They can, therefore, become good teachers, nurses, physicians, social workers, 

journalists, wardens of orphanages, and homes for old and poor persons. This 

is, however, not to say that they cannot succeed in other professions. Some 

people object to nursing as something anti-Islamic. They are totally mistaken, 

for the pages of history give a vivid’ account of the brave Muslim women who 

helped the wounded Muslim warriors in the battlefields. The dramatic spread 

of education has enormously contributed to the positive approach of men 

towards women’s careers. The medical field is regarded highly noble profession 

and lady doctors, as well as nurses, are respectable figures all over the 

country. To sum up, today’s woman has decisively rejected the sentimental 

myth of “frailty which kept depicting her as a man’s plaything and a 

purchasable commodity. The woman is playing a crucially important role in the 

making of a nation. The man has also revised his attitude towards women. 

Ladies First is the order of the day and the man calls it courtesy to conceal’ 

his defeat at the hands of a modern woman. Today’s women are more 

hardworking and sincere in all walks of life and are more productive than their 

male counterparts. 
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